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Visions of Climate Change
This collection of murals prompts us to imagine ourselves in future time, looking at a fictional,
yet possible, past
BY NANCY MOYER
SPECIAL TO THE MONITOR
Walk into the Clark Gallery at IMAS and pretend that you’re in a subterranean cave somewhere
off into the future. Erica Daborn wants you to be a time traveler to the future who discovers
subterranean murals that documented the demise of our world through climate change and tell
a story of our contemporary living habits and their consequences. She projects possible
ramifications of our consumerism, depletion of natural resources, the ravages of the meat
industry, disposable plastics, and genetic modification upon future realities. Her exhibition of
murals at IMAS, “DIALOGUES WITH MOTHER EARTH: A Journey through Time and Space”,
explains it to us clearly through stories drawn in charcoal.
This exhibition represents Daborn’s project of almost ten years and focus on the idea of
educating people about climate change and its human causation without bombarding them
with scientific facts. “I became aware that everything I loved might begin to disappear,”
explained Daborn. “So how could I get people to get inside of this whole problem and
understand that climate change is a global problem that we all contribute to?” The large
drawings were her answer. “I focused each mural about different aspects of climate change,”
she added.

At first glimpse, the murals seem naïve and innocent, but that’s only to draw us in. Her handling
of charcoal strokes upon rough gesso and gel medium treated canvases produce a richly
textured aesthetic experience not visible from a distance, and the scale of these works allows
us to feel as though we are there with her characters, experiencing their plight with all the
feelings of distress, indignation, or guilt. Her animals are realistically rendered in sometimes
fine detail making their distress all the more imaginable, while people are drawn as caricatures
and suggest a cross section of humanity, indicative of a global crisis. Each mural is strongly
engaging and teeming with detail that gets its story across clearly.
Her murals are particularly interesting due to Daborn’s connected layers of inspiration.
Unexpected links occur, such as in “Ahab’s Revenge”, and environmental disasters that many
people may not have related to climate change are noted. She is not one keep it simple. We are
berated for the plastic detritus floating in the oceans and “Ahab’s Revenge” thrusts a
consequence onto us - a beached whale is encrusted with plastic disposables, surrounded by
the unconcerned playing nearby. Its title adds a deeper dimension to the tragedy and leads us
to “The Murder of Mystery” that depicts our historical habit of killing, sometimes from fear of
the unfamiliar, sometimes to demonstrate our ability to control nature. Are we aware of our
tendency to kill what we don’t understand? “The Survivors” posits that nurturing all creatures
ultimately protects our environment and that insecticide weapons are ecologically disruptive
ideas. “Oprah and Noah Save the Animals” wonders why we wait for celebrities to lead us or
expect religious beliefs to fix our problems. This mural also recalls the biblical flooding which
has recently been recognized as a story of ancient climate change.
The work seen here is part of a larger interactive installation that is intended to provoke
reflection on the relationship of our 21st century societal values and the ways in which they
have contributed to the degradation of our environment. These murals record fictitious
historical events related to climate change as seen from the perspective of a future world, circa
2055. Not that far away. Adjacent labels identify the drawings as documents. Give yourself
plenty of time to absorb the story these murals tell and enjoy the pure pleasure of their images.
Originally from England, Daborn has lived in the US, and currently resides in San Miguel de
Allende.
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